
The Ultra Sonic Facial ,What does it do?



What does and Ultrasonic Facial Do?
Ultrasound waves penetrate the skin to  deeply cleanse, exfoliate and kill bacteria. These vibrations
thoroughly loosen and gently lift dead surface skin cells and debris from hair follicles allowing a deep
cleaning within the skin pores and exfoliating without irritation. The skin feels immediately smoother
and softer.
 
 The Ultrasonic Facial also promotes cellular renewal and repair, collagen reproduction, toning
of facial muscles, increased blood circulation, encouraging lymphatic drainage, combating puffiness and
swelling and improving the absorption of skin care product penetration making the process highly
effective, with no downtime, redness or pain.
 
Results are gradual and can vary by individual and skin type and will not just occur over night. Although
Ultrasonic treatment has been shown to produce an immediate and temporary firming effect, a series of
4-6 treatments will provide more cumulative long-term, lasting results.
 

What is an Ultrasonic Facial?
An ultrasonic facial treatment is an aesthetic device that uses sound waves to boost circulation in the skin and
stimulate the protein that gives skin its elasticity and firmness. The Ultrasonic Facial is a gentle, non-invasive
treatment that is safe for all skin types and conditions, from acne or rosacea to mature skin. Ultrasound waves
penetrate the skin to cleanse, hydrate, increase circulation, promote collagen production, and kill bacteria. Even
the most sensitive skin will benefit from this treatment.

 



The Deep Cleanse Treatment
The Deep Cleanse treatment uses water or facial toner  with continuous waves to remove dead cells from the
surface of the skin. By applying the tip of the blade to the facial area  it is able to deliver a wave of vibrations to
give a targeted deep cleanse without irritation leaving  your skin feeling refreshed, rejuvenated and ultra
smooth. This process of deep cleansing and exfoliation expels pollutants, dirt and grime trapped in the
epidermis and helps to clean out acne and it wont sensitize he skin during the process. The deep cleaning
treatment is able to deliver a targeted cleanse leaving our skin feeling refreshed, rejuvenated and ultra smooth.
 



The Sonophoresis treatment
The Sonophoresis treatment uses Pulsing Waves to increase the permeability of your skin, this application
helps to achieve effective absorption of facial serums.by creating temporary openings in he skin to allow the
serum or other producs to penetrate the epideris more easily allowing the skin to be nourished with
antioxidants and  deeply moisturized . This application combined with circulation helps to plumo th skin
reducing the appearance of fine lines..
 



Who can receive an UltraSonic Facial?
Although the Ultrasound Facial is non-invasive and safe for all skin types and conditions. It is NOT
recommended for people with pacemakers, heart disease, cancer, or other serious medical conditions.
Anyone living with a chronic health condition should check with his or her physician before proceeding
with any kind of facial treatment.
 

What are the benefits of an Ultrasonic Facial?
Stimulates Blood Circulation
Aids in Lymphatic Drainage
Gently Exfoliates Away Dead Skin Cells 
Cleanses Away Toxins
Enhances Skin Care Product Performance
Firms and Tightens Skin
Diminishes Wrinkles and Fine Lines
Reduces Congested, Puffy Eyes
Refines Large Pores
Improves Skin Texture and Tone
Clarifies Acne and Blemishes
Lightens Dark Under Eye Circles
 




